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INTRODUCTION

An on-line failure and maintenance event data system has been developed and
implemented at Loviisa power plant. The system has been in operation since 1989, and
the data base now covers more than ten reactor years of operation.

The objectives and special features taken into account in the development of the
system were the following:

1. The data system should be completely plant-specific, and allow
component-specific and group-specific parameters and trends to be studied.
(Most data systems pool information from several plants and analyse
parameters for component groups or types only.)

2. The items to be collected in th« data base should be based on the
detailed component models needed in the probabilistic safety assessment

i (PSA) in progress. These are mainly associated with the timing and effects
I of failures, repairs, tests, preventive maintenance actions, and human
i errors.

I 3. Additional requirements associated with failure causes, costs, actions and
•• maintenance resources should be set forth by maintenance personnel.

U 4. To minimize the problem of interpretation of events, each item should be
;'; recorded by the responsible foreman or the shift supervisor as a part of
) the normal work order routine. A dedicated Data Inspector should verify
p the input and determine error-prone items associated with the occurrence
I ' timing, failure nodes and human errors, especially for safety related
' items.

;• The system contains a complete unavailability history, i.e. failures, repairs,
[ replacements, scheduled and unscheduled preventive maintenance and periodic testing
f.. or service actions for any component that is relevant to plant safety, risk or
|: economic production. This information is stored so that it can be extracted for a
|- particular equipment or for a specific process location over a specified time
I" period. Summaries can be printed for a large number of subsets, e.g. systems,
k equipment types, failure modes, failure entry times, detection methods etc.

i
The on-line failure and maintenance event data system is a part of the Loviisa power
plant information system (LOTI). Fig. 1 shows the connection of the Maintenance
history to the other subsystems of LOTI. Some applications of the maintenance
history are also presented. The coded failure and repair date of the maintenance
history is used as an input for the PSA program REPA which produces probability
estimates for the PSA fault trees and event trees.
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Fig. 1. Loviisa Power Plant Information system and sone applications.
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SPECIAL FEATURES AND APPLICATIONS

Most reliability data banks properly account for the number of failures to obtain
failure rates. Less attention has been paid on the actual residence times of the
failures (outage times of the components), or to unavailabilities due to actions
other than repairs. Accurate recording of the unavailability times is as important
to the risk as are the failure rates. This can be demonstrated by the following
examples.

For any repair, replacement or error correcting action it is necessary to record the
failure (or error) detection method and time (tl). If the failure was detected
immediately (because of the symptoms, alarms or direct observation), the applicable
unavailability equation is u, - A. m

Tn/(^-+^-mTa) < w n e r e A. m is the rate for such
monitored failures and rm is the residence time. If no isolation of the equipment
was needed for the correcting work, rm - t4 - tl, where t4 is the time of work
completion as recorded by the foreman after his inspection. On the other hand, if
the component had to be isolated for repair (e.g. the electric supply was
disconnected or valves closed), rm = t5 - tl, where now t5 is the use permit time
signed by the shift supervisor after the isolation has been removed. (Usually t5 >
t4).

Similar rules are needed for the repair of incipient failures no matter when they
are detected. Incipient failures are such defects that a component is still able to
perform its intended function (if needed), but the repair itself takes the component
out of service. The unavailability equation is uL - A.LTL/(1+A.LTL) , where X L is
the rate of incipient failures (defects), and rL is either t4 - t3, where t3 is the
actual beginning of the work recorded by the foreman, or t5 - t2, where t2 is the
work permit time signed by the shift supervisor, based on the same rules as above.

If a true failure is detected in a periodic test or in a periodic inspection or
maintenance action, there are several alternatives for possible entry times of the
failure. If the root cause analysis made by the Data Inspector shows that the
failure entered in the previous periodic test or inspection, then the residence time
rH is the full interval T plus repair time, and the unavailability is uH - qrH/T,
where q - fraction of periodic tests or actions causing a failure. These are
typically human errors. If the root cause analysis shows that the failure entered
after the previous periodic test or inspection, the unavailability equation is

f where A. s is the standby failure rate and T S is the effective repair time, r5 - t5
&' - tl or tA - tl, depending on whether or not isolation of the component was
;*• necessary. If a failure is detected in a test during a refuelling outage it has to
•;•'• be checked if the tests caring power operation would have revealed that failure.
%•• Then the correct test interval T must be applied for that failure.

iri. Finally, any scheduled periodic calibration or maintenance actions that take a
jfo component out of service need to be recorded. The unavailability equation for these

is % - TE/T , where TE is t5 - t2 or t4 - t3, depending on the Isolation
requirements.

Average values and uncertainties for the time and unavailability equations and
estimates of the failure rates for different failure modes and failure entering and
detection mechanisms have been calculated and used in a PSA after a significant
history of operation became available /I/. The old failure and repair history of
safety systems, not covered by the on-line system, has been collected using plant
records like work orders and instructions, control room log-books and test records.
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The collection of this history of thirteen reactor years produced plant-specific
data and parameters for the PSA /I,2/. Now this PSA data base together with the on-
line system covers more than 20 years of plant operation.

The examples listed indicate why information is needed in categories such as the
failure detection method and time, the probable occurrence time of the failure, the
repair timing and the criticality (incipient, actual or no failure) and the periodic
maintenance information. Additional useful information for maintenance planning and
PSA include: plant status, failure mode, failure cause, impact on plant unit, and
items for assessing possible causes of human errors /2/. The data base has been used
extensively to estimate plant- and component-specific reliability parameters for a
PSA /3/, and to study ageing and learning trends in failure rates of a number of
systems and component types /4/.

The data base allows useful summaries produced for maintenance management. These
include weekly listings of unfinished works, and components with exceptional
unavailability or number of failures. Quarterly statistics is also produced on the
numbers of repairs, plant modifications and preventive maintenance works. These are
listed separately for different maintenance sections, i.e. mechanical, electrical,
instrumentation and civil engineering. Safety related equipment can be identified
separately. Similar information is listed for individual systems and components.
Daily and monthly reports are produced about the outages of safety related
components covered by technical specifications.

CONCLUSIONS

After the trial use period it is now possible to conclude that the data base
provides useful feedback from operating experience and it can support

studies on optimal preventive maintenance and testing,
- planning of spare parts inventory and repair resources,
- trend studies to detect ageing, wear or improvement,
• updating of reliability parameters for risk studies,

verification of compliance with respect to technical specifications and
limiting conditions of operation (AOT),
calculation of performance indicators (e.g. for WANO),

- studies on human errors and common cause failures.
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